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The digital revolution - how ready are you?
The digital revolution

Both my daughters are digital natives. They don’t watch broadcast TV, they curate what
they want to enjoy often whilst doing something else at the same time. They don’t read
newspapers, or listen to the radio. They are cynical about advertising gained from bitter
experience from when they’ve bought things that weren’t what they seemed.
They form strong and coherent views on brands through their own experience, the views of
others in their network and chat rooms.They are both very brand literate and like brands
that have personalities and values they identify with. They are often more aware of what a
brand is really about than the people who work for that organisation.
They spend hours on Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat catching up with friends, arguing and
sharing things they find funny or that they identify with.
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“These fundamental
forces are
fragmenting markets
and disrupting how
consumers relate to
brands, search for
information, shop,
arrange their
finances and enjoy
their lives.”

They both do their banking using an app that allows them to manage their money. They
dislike going into a branch because they sometimes feel judged. They’ve no idea what a
cheque is or why we have them.
They are restless and impatient. They want things now and are intolerant of anyone who
puts barriers in the way of getting the information, or entertainment or product they want.
After all there are so many more interesting things to do.
They are not alone. They share similarities with millions of consumers across many markets
who are restless and cynical. For example, a recent survey by Nielsen in the UK showed
that consumer trust in most forms of advertising and communication - including TV ads,
company websites and editorial content - has fallen in the
“The pace of change past two years.

is moving faster
than financial
services models are
being re-shaped”

Today’s consumers are also empowered with finger tip
access to information and other peoples’ views. These selfmotivated consumers have such ready access to practical
information that they are often more informed then the
employees of the banks and other companies that they deal
with.

A perfect storm reshaping the financial services landscape
There is a perfect storm of changing consumer behaviour, demographics, increasingly
powerful and accessible technology and an explosion of data. These are fundamental
forces which are fragmenting markets and disrupting how consumers relate to brands,
search for information, shop, arrange their finances and enjoy their lives.
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The same forces are also reshaping how organisations are defined and the products and
services they provide. TransferWise are shaking up the international money transfer market
by matching and setting oﬀ people who want to transfer money from account to account
across borders. As a result their customers pay a transparent 0.5% rather than the typical
5% oﬀered by banks.
In the UK a plethora of new banks are seeking authorisation all with a “digital first” mindset
and all seeking to use data and technology to deliver better banking:
• Atom Bank is already well on the path to authorisation in the UK. It is unashamedly a
“digital first” bank available everywhere, which designs out complications, seeks to be
telepathic using data to help consumers and it is passionate about sharing wisdom. They
are working with computer games designers to ensure their app is full of powerful
functionality and engaging.
• Mondo is also in the process of being authorised to provide a “digital first” current
account. It seeks to use advanced analytics to change the way lending is done. They
seek to help customers borrow money “cheaply, fairly, and sensibly” by asking the right
questions at the right time.
• Tandem in the UK are seeking to mine big data to help tailor products which enable their
customers to better manage their money.
The pace of change is moving faster than financial services models are being reshaped, the
evolution of Metro Bank in the UK illustrates this particularly well. The Metro Bank concept
was first developed before the UK
launch of the iPhone in June 2007.
“Our experience shows that few

financial organisations really
understand the impacts. Even fewer are
able to really drive out the implications
for how they do business in today’s
markets let alone tomorrows.”

The first Metro branch in Holborn
subsequently opened in July 2010,
one month and a day after the UK
launch of the iPad. Move forward to
2015 and Ofcom report that smart
phone ownership has now grown to
66% of UK adults whilst over half of UK households (54%) own a tablet. Tablets have
proved particularly popular for people aged 35-54 with 64% owning a device. Meanwhile
Metro has been able to open just 36 branches in the 5 years since launch and still don’t
oﬀer payment by mobile to their 500,000 UK accounts holders.
Table 1 captures some the powerful forces at work that are reshaping financial services in
many markets across the world and challenging incumbent institutions.
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Table 1

The$retail$banking$landscape$is$being$drama3cally$reshaped$
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

There$has$been$a$rapid$growth$in$web,$tablet$and$par3cularly$mobile$banking:$
– In$UK$internet$transac3ons$up$over$30%$2009$to$2012,$65%$of$consumers$are$“regular”$users$of$internet$banking,$typically$at$
expense$of$branch$and$telephone$channels.$$
– In$US$there$are$now$190$m$ac3ve$smart$phone$users.$
– Around$30%$of$web$visits$now$from$mobile$devices$(FT,$June$2015).$
– Within$3$years$it$is$expected$that$over$60%$of$UK$transac3ons$will$be$on$mobile$(Datamonitor$2012,$Simon$&$Kurcher$2014).$
Mobile$transac3ons$now$exceed$Branch,$by$2020$expected$to$exceed$all$other$channels$combined$(CACI,$June$2015).$
– Over$14$million$banking$applica3ons$downloaded$in$UK$by$2013$(BBA).$
– 700$million$banking$consumers$in$Asia$now$regularly$use$“digital”$banking$(McKinsey,$March$2015).$
Recent$years$have$also$seen$the$emergence$of$mobile$payments$enabled$by$growing$smart$phone$ownership:$
– M[PESA$has$transformed$payments$and$personal$banking$in$Kenya.$
– Paym$launched$in$UK$in$April$2014$allowing$payment$to$mobile$number.$1m$registered$users$in$ﬁrst$3$months.$
– Apple$Pay$launched$in$250k$UK$retail$loca3ons$from$July$2015$all$major$Banks$will$eventually$be$par3cipants.$Rumours$of$
extension$to$Canada,$Belgium$and$China$in$late$2015.$
– Visa$expect$50%$of$all$UK$payments$will$be$mobile$by$2020$(Payments$Council,$2013)$
Consumers$are$demanding$and$choosing$Omni[channel$customer$journeys$but$expect$a$fully$func3onal$digital$thread$running$through$
their$experience.$They$are$beaer$informed,$more$demanding$and$splibng$product$holdings$across$more$providers$(source$required).$
Digital$banks$are$emerging$such$as$mBank$in$Poland$with$over$4.4$million$customers.$In$the$UK,$Atom$Bank$now$has$a$route$B$
authorisa3on$and$is$building$out$for$launch$others$are$following.$All$are$designed$as$“digital$ﬁrst”$proposi3ons$for$retail$and$SME$
business$customers$with$drama3cally$diﬀerent$organisa3onal$models$and$strong$ﬁntech$creden3als.$
Targeted$Fintech$challengers$are$taking$proﬁtable$share$in$markets$such$as$interna3onal$payments$(TransferWise)$and$building$new$
peer$to$peer$models.$
Tradi3onal$Banks,$inc$BBVA$and$LBG$are$transforming$opera3ng$models,$whilst$others$like$Santander$are$inves3ng$heavily$in$ﬁntech.$
80%$of$banking$consumers$in$Developed$Asian$markets$cite$willingness$to$shih$some$of$their$banking$holdings$to$a$compelling$digital$
proposi3on.$Willingness$cuts$across$lending$and$liability$products$(McKinsey,$March$2015).$

This revolution and disruption poses fundamental challenges to existing financial
organisations across the world. Yet, many don’t yet realise it or continue to underestimate
the impacts.
The objective of this paper is not to “nail it” with the definitive view of the challenges these
institutions face. Rather it is to start a conversation and build awareness because these
challenges question the conventions of how to design, resource and deliver financial
services.
Table 2 highlights how the landscape is being reshaped and identifies just some of the
resulting challenges which for incumbents.
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Table 2

The$digital$revolu/on$and$disrup/on$poses$fundamental$
challenges$to$exis/ng$ﬁnancial$organisa/ons$$
Reshaped$landscape$
• Restless$and$empowered$
consumers$with$ﬁnger$/p$access$to$
informa/on$
• New$modular$IT$packages$“rented”$
from$IT$providers.$Cloud$
compu/ng.$
• New$ultra$low$cost$“digital”$
entrants$with$slick$and$secure$
customer$journeys$
• Person$to$Person$and$retail$
payment$by$mobile$
• Rapid$growth$in$the$volume$of$
customer$contacts$
• Growth$in$OmniHchannel$customer$
journeys$
• Emergence$of$smart$data$analy/cs$
• Dominance$of$digital$marke/ng$e.g.$
SEO$&$programma/c$display$

Resul/ng$challenges$for$incumbents$
• Building$advocacy,$retaining$exis/ng$
proﬁtable$customers$&$aOrac/ng$new$
ones$
• ReHengineering$customer$journeys$built$
on$legacy$IT$systems$and$processes$
• Reducing$/me$to$market$and$coH
crea/ng$new$simpliﬁed$products$
deigned$for$digital$
• Providing$compliant,$relevant$and$
engaging$content$
• Building$data$management$and$analy/c$
capability$
• Managing$OmniHChannel$journeys$and$
the$explosion$in$customer$contacts$
• Transforming$marke/ng,$sales$&$
distribu/on$func/ons$
• Reshaping$branch$networks$
• Building$a$responsive,$empowered$
culture$with$the$right$skill$sets.$

Despite the challenges, our experience shows that few financial organisations really
understand the impacts. Even fewer are able to really drive out the implications for how
they do business in today’s markets let alone
"We are now witnessing the
tomorrows. Responding to the digital
fastest transition of ad budgets in revolution isn’t about launching a banking
app, putting sofas in your branch or putting in
history as marketers and
place a social media strategy. The
agencies scramble to catch up
implications are more fundamental than that.
with consumers’ embrace of the

mobile way of life.”, Steve King,
Worldwide CEO, ZenithOptimedia

BBVA for example has moved beyond
establishing a digital banking unit in 2008 to
now seeing technology transformation as the key strategic objective for the whole
organisation. To enable this it has changed the organisation structure and brought in talent
from outside financial services. It acknowledges for example the cultural challenge of
building a more agile organisation supported by talent management in order to enable
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BBVA to respond better to the forces of change. Let’s look just for example at the
implications in marketing.

Bringing this to life - the marketing revolution
The media landscape has changed driven by consumer preferences and new technology.
As a result ZenithOptimedia predict that mobile advertising is set to overtake newspaper
expenditure in the UK this year and globally in 2016 - a year earlier than previously forecast.
The same report forecast that internet advertising will reach 34% of worldwide advertising
by 2017 and will overtake television as the largest single channel worldwide by 2018.
This shift has fundamental implications for how marketing is run and organised. Culturally
Chief Marketing Oﬃcers (CMOs) need to move from the “big idea” dramatised in a 30” TV
ad to the “long idea” of delivering engaging “on-brand” content and display advertising. For
many the future of marketing is content, yet how many financial institutions have a content
strategy or manage their content value chain or think of themselves as publishers?
Traditional communications creativity is becoming less important as the “big idea”
consistently deployed is replaced by personalised display advertising driven by data and
technology. Numerous creative executions can be tested and refined allowing the analytics
to determine marketing rather than a persuasive creative. As a result CMOs will need to
spend more time with technologists, customer analysts and media partners rather then with
traditional creative agencies.
In this world of marketing disturbance, CMOs and Banks need to ask themselves not “how
do we feel about twitter?”, but instead fundamental questions like:
• Do we manage our data strategically? Who is accountable
for data management?
• What technology platform will we need? Who are our key
technology partners and do they share our vision?
• Should we centralise or de-centralise analytics? What are
the pros and cons of each approach?

“Banks who don’t
ask searching
questions and
fearlessly answer
them risk losing
their voice”

• Do our marketers have the right commercial and analytic
skill set?
• Should we have a team of digital marketing experts or integrate within a multi-channel
communications team? Where should CRM sit in the organisation? Who is ultimately
accountable for customer acquisition? Or retention? Who should be accountable for
managing the website? What are the most eﬀective KPIs to use?
• How can we think and act like a publisher who provides interesting and engaging material
people want to share? Do we need in-house journalists?
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• How do I build an agile sign-oﬀ process quick enough to support our test and learn
strategies?

“Leading incumbents are facing into the
storm with 6 core strategic responses to
enable them to better address the
challenges for incumbents.”

•How do I reconcile the need to be
“always on” with the desire of
central finance to have tight financial
control of marketing expenditure?
•Do we have the right agency
partners? Are they managed in the
right way? Are the right KPIs used
and are incentives aligned?

• What is my content marketing strategy? What’s the best way to manage our content
value chain?
How ready is your bank to embrace these changes? Banks who don’t ask searching
questions and fearlessly answer them risk losing their voice. They can no longer rely on
interrupting consumers with broadcast advertising.

Facing into the storm - taking action
Customer Buyology has looked carefully at how leading banks are fundamentally reshaping
themselves in response to the reshaped landscape. Leading incumbents are facing into the
storm with 6 core strategic responses to enable them to better address the challenges for
incumbents.
1. Honestly exploring what digital mean for the organisation. What threats does it
pose, what opportunities does it open up? Once the leadership team and wider
organisation have a robust view then it needs to be powerfully communicated as a
common vision together with clear transitional states which convey the scale of the
transformation required.
2. Designing new fit for purpose organisation structures which build in digital
capabilities and agility. Aviva for example has established a Digital Directorate which
cuts across their existing product defined strategic business units. The directorate is
tasked with recruiting customers to Aviva’s digital channels and ensuring usage and
engagement. The team are based in Hoxton, London’s digital hub, away from the
corporate centre. Sainsbury’s Bank has a long established data governance team and
centralised analytics to ensure that key insights are both mined and then actioned not
just in serving up the right display add but in product design and pricing. They now
have Data Director as part of the top team recognising how important this is to their
overall competitive advantage.
3. Delivering great customer outcomes through designing new Omni-channel
customer journeys. The Principality Building Society has launched a “making the most
of your money” proposition which brings together customer targeting, a new outbound
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contact team which arranges appointments for in-branch advisors who have dovetailed
their fact find with that of carefully chosen specialist third party product providers. The
result is better outcomes for their members.
4. Reshaping branch networks and improving branch design. Virgin Money in the UK
have introduced new banking lounges in 6 locations across the UK. The focus is less on
banking and more on providing their members with a sanctuary to use when they are
taking a break from shopping or need to meet business clients. Virgin has designed a
rewarding destination rather than an homogeneous banking hall
5. Really thinking through tomorrows skill sets, reshaping their employment
proposition and building a responsive organisation culture. BBVA for example
looked outside to recruit the skills required to invigorate the bank’s culture bringing in
leaders steeped in digital, to run roles such as products and marketing. Meanwhile
Santander UK has cultivated links with Fintech organisations to access key capabilities.
6. Really challenging where’s the ROI in the financial case for investment in digital
and relentless tracking delivery of the business benefits.

Want to find out more
Customer Buyology has developed tailored programmes to help financial services
professionals assess how ready their organisations really are and to help them build
structured action programmes. The programmes combine case studies, facilitated
discussion and insights from experienced practitioners. Please contact us for more
information and a view on how ready you really are.
www.customerbuyology.com
October 2015
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